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Watson Looks for Work
What's next for the artificially intelligent Jeopardy! champion?
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A team of IBM researchers spent four years building Watson, a computer system clever enough to beat the best Jeopardy players in the world. And although the three-day competition marked the end of Watson’s game-show career, it was just the beginning of Watson’s life in business.
One of the things that makes Watson unique is its ability to understand natural language—“getting at the meaning of words and understanding what humans meant, not just what they said or wrote,” says Katharine Frase, IBM’s vice president of research. On Jeopardy this means being able to pick through a riddle of a quiz-show clue; in the corporate world it could be used to decipher the needs of a customer. For example, callers to a help desk often “don’t describe the problem in a language that the person on the other end of the phone understands,” Frase says. A Watson-like system would act as a translation tool, turning English into engineerese.
Once Watson knows what is being asked, it must find the answer. The system that appeared on Jeopardy was preloaded with 200 million pages of encyclopedias, newspapers and works of literature. Any Jeopardy champion has absorbed a good deal of this material over the course of a curious life. But consider the medical literature, where “there’s so much information it seems almost inhuman to ask a doctor to be up to speed,” Frase says. This makes it perfect for the extremely inhuman Watson. One of IBM’s first projects will be to develop a system that would allow a small-town doctor to investigate a strange constellation of symptoms. From here it is easy to imagine a machine built for law or finance, one loaded with every legal decision handed down by the courts or the full text of every financial document published by every publicly traded entity in the world.
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But one thing Watson can’t help with is deciding what projects to prioritize. “At this point the hardest problem is figuring out all the things we could do and what we should do,” Frase says. The company hopes to build prototype systems by the end of the year. After four years of education, Watson has passed its final exam; now it’s time to go find a job.
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